
About the Business and Business Rationale

Each year, over 8 thousand tons of wetsuits 
head to the landfills. With steady annual growth, the 
global wetsuit market is predicted to exceed $2 
billion dollars in 2022. However, these statistics are 
particularly disturbing given the fact that neoprene 
waste (wetsuit material) is 100% non 
biodegradable. At Neo, we strive to reduce 
neoprene in landfills by recycling used wetsuits into 
high quality gear and apparel. As we work to close 
the loop of neoprene waste, our membership 
program will simultaneously develop a community 
of active minded and environmentally conscious 
individuals.

Instead of the traditional 35-44 year old 
demographic that is heavily targeted by our 
competitors, we want to appeal to a younger 
generation of 18-24 year olds. This younger 
demographic is more concerned with social and 
climate issues, allowing them to resonate with our 
mission. Their main limiting factor in buying 
environmentally friendly products is cost, which we 
will subsidize through our membership program. We 
plan to roll out a membership that benefits the 
customer by reducing overall cost of our products, 
allowing them access to our secondary reuse 
market, and gives them discounts at entities that we 
have partnered with due to shared environmental 
values.

We are part of the recycled textile industry, 
which can be classified as a niche in the Clothing 
& Accessories industry, as identified by the VE 
marketplace. Based in San Juan Capistrano, CA, 
our firm incorporated as a first year company on 
October 17th, 2022. Neo is filed as a B corporation 
to maintain our environmental mission while 
growing as a young company. 

OUR MISSION
“To create a community of active 
eco-conscious individuals while 

closing the loop of neoprene waste.”

Our products are manufactured in Bulgaria  
by our partner and wholesaler, Circular Flow. 
Using a proprietary recycling process, Circular 
Flow breaks down used wetsuits (collected by 
their UK and European retail partners) into 
sheets of neoprene. After lamination, these 
sheets act much like any other textile, and are 
used to create our diverse line of products. 
We then employ UPS to ship directly from 
Belgium to the customer, ensuring the most 
efficient delivery possible. With more than 25 
employees, we utilize a functional 
organization, directing weekly leadership and 
department meetings. In the hiring process, 
we prioritize the applicant’s qualifications and 
how they best fit into our company culture. 
Following the initial positional and sales 
trainings, we continue developing employees 
through our quarterly 360 reviews.
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Marketing Plan
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Neo began the fiscal year with $20,000 in seed 
money. We later received a small business loan of 
$150,000 at an annual interest rate of 7.25%. We 
were able to complete an out of network sales 
contract with SoCal Surf Shop which is providing our 
company with $1,165,000 spread throughout the 
fiscal year. The last piece of investment money we 
received is from our Angel Investors. Neo received 
$50,000 each from Capital Group Companies 
Global, DTG Connection, and Village Capital for a 
total of $150,000.

Financial Planning

As of November 17th, our total assets were $546,158. Our total liabilities 
were $526,077. Our total equity was $20,080. The sum of our equity and 
liabilities is equal to our total assets meaning our sheet is balanced.
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Financial Planning

Our total sales revenue  from the 
2nd half of October 2022 to December 
31st,  2022 was $706,700. Throughout 
those months the total Cost of Goods 
Sold was $325,529. Our total operating  
expenses amounted to $351,753.

Our break-even point in sales is 
$3,155,840  and we need to make 2,241  
sales. This projects us to break-even in 
July 2023.

Our average revenue per sale is 
$1,408.70 and our average cost of goods 
sold per sale is $648.85. This makes our 
gross profit margin about 53.94%, which 
puts us ahead of the industry average. 

As previously mentioned, in November, Neo 
signed a deal with SoCal Surf Shop  and 
negotiated an Out-of-Network Sales Contract that 
will bring in $1,165,000 over a 6 month period. This 
is a key partnership for us in the Southern 
California region and will assist us in gaining 
brand recognition in addition to profit.

Trade shows enable us to produce more 
in-person sales via bundles of our products and 
Neo memberships. Trade shows bolster our profit 
margins and sales respectively, and are a key 
component in our plan to meet our projected 
sales by the end of April.  As we increase revenue, 
we will expand our marketing budget in order to 
reach more individuals and increase brand 
recognition. 


